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Taylor is one of the most
easy-going guys you'll ever
meet.  He is also the last
person you would imagine
would use a selfie stick, but
the first person to pull one
out.  This is just one of the
dichotomies of this complex
man.  He first joined Zoom
Vacations in Peru in
November, just joined us in
China last month, and is
coming with us to India in
October.   We figured he'd be
the perfect person to
interview about China, travel,
and Zoom Vacations.  Next
month we will hear from his
roommate in China, whom
he actually met on our trip to
Peru.
 
Zoom:  You have joined
Zoom Vacations in Peru, and
now China, and you are
going to India with us this
Fall.  What keeps you coming

Greetings!
Enjoy this month's newsletter! Be sure to check out our
Club Zoom travel offers and promotions. 

Zoom China Photos
 
China is such a surprising,
fascinating, captivating country to
visit, especially now.  You have
the juxtaposition of some of the
world's grandest antiquities with
the world's most modern, cutting-
edge cities.  Truly, the right
vacation to China offers
something for every taste, and
ours does just that.
 
Zoom Vacations' tour took our
travelers to Beijing, Xian, the Li
River at Guilin, and Shanghai. 
 
One traveler wrote us after the

trip, "This Zoom Vacation had the perfect balance of
activities, from hitting must-see grand city sites to
unearthing unique encounters with locals in the
countryside. From indulging in 5-star hotels and top-
notch restaurants to wandering local markets and
admiring the tremendous sense of community of the
Chinese people singing and dancing in public parks. This
experience is made that much better by the friendships
made with other Zoom travelers along the way. China has
truly enriched my life."

 And another wrote, "It was a great vacation. I'll always
remember the beauty and majesty of China"
 
See the Photos

The Economics of
Group Touring
 
My boyfriend taught me an
expression that he says is very
popular in his native country of
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Our tour group enjoys
Zoom India

Stunning Interiors Abound
in Buenos Aires, Argentina

back? 
 
Taylor:   Zoom has created
an experience that allows me
to see other places and
cultures in a meaningful way
and with a like-minded group
of travelers.  I have traveled
quite a bit on my own and
realize the great value
in having experts take over
the planning and operations
of a major trip.  Plus, Zoom's
team has extensive
 knowledge of the
destinations, such as local
guides, restaurants, outdoor
activities, shopping venues,
must-see theater, art
galleries, and even
relationships with local
families who invite us into
their homes.  As guests of
Zoom, we can take
advantage of this wide range
of experience and
networking.
 
Zoom: What surprised you
about China?
 
Taylor:  First, urban China is
far more developed than I
expected.  The swarms of
bicycles in Beijing's streets
have been replaced by fancy
German cars, and the high-
rise development sprawling
for miles in every direction is
as modern as any in the
world.  Also, the cities of
China are greener than I
expected, with Beijing in
particular placing enormous
focus on trees and flowers
along its streets and
highways.  Second, the
Chinese people are much
more welcoming and friendly
than some accounts I had
heard.  I found locals in
every place we visited to be
inquisitive and as eager to
learn about my culture as I
was of theirs.
 
Zoom: I know that before the
trip, you were concerned
about air quality in China.
 How was this, in reality?  

Bulgaria. It is "I am not rich
enough to buy cheap things"
which is a little like our "you get
what you pay for".  Essentially,
often when we skimp out on
things, we end up paying even
more on replacements and fixes. 
The most common or extreme
example of this is when you buy a
used car at a "good deal" and
then spend hours plus hundreds
or thousands on car repairs.
 
It is also common in the world of travel.  I have seen
people opt for a hotel that is $50 cheaper, outside of the
city, and then spend hours and hundreds of dollars on taxis
to the city center.  Or, they skimp on a cheap restaurant
and have at best a bad meal, and at worse a bad
stomach.  One of the biggest mistakes and wastes of
money I have seen is when people hire a cheap tour
guide, and then spend their time on boring, uninteresting
tours.  One can absolutely find great guides online, but do
your research, and don't be afraid to spend a little more on
a guide who comes highly recommended or gets great
reviews. The best guides usually charge more because
they are so busy that their time is at a premium.  
 
Of course an easy solution that I would be remiss not to
mention is the benefit of going with a trusted tour group.  I
was spending time socially with one of our frequent Zoom
Vacations travelers over the weekend, and he made a
comment to me that I found really interesting and that
encouraged me to write this post.
 
 Read on...

Book Review:  The
Argentina Reader
 
Co-editors Gabriela Nouzeilles
and Graciela Montaldo
collaborated to bring together a
rich and comprehensive body of
scholarly essays, poems, short
stories and songs from the voices

of Argentineans in "The Argentina Reader". 
 
Never before published in English, works of indigenous
Argentineans span cultural, historical and political
reflections. European descendants are equally featured in
this enriching compilation of articles which cover the
timeline from the Spanish colonial era to present day. This
book deliberately aims to break the cliche "Like Europe and
not like the rest of Latin America". 
 
It is the perfect introduction to a fascinating country we all
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Taylor:   I had no problem
with air pollution on our trip.
 The day we left Beijing was
quite hazy, but I did not
notice a problem with the air
on the rest of the trip.  Air
quality is reportedly worse in
the winter, so the timing of
our trip was favorable.  
 
Zoom: How did you find the
restaurants to be?
 
Taylor:   Outstanding.  There
is now another place besides
Italy on my worldwide radar
for good food.  Zoom chose
top-notch restaurants in all
the cities, and there was a
diversity of regional cuisine,
from Cantonese to Yunnan to
Shanghainese.  The family-
style dining tradition in China
is a great way to try a variety
of options at each meal.
 
Zoom: What did you think of
the hotels?
 
Taylor:   We stayed at the
best hotels in China, bar
none.  Our suite on the 64th
floor of the China World
Summit Wing in Beijing 
ranks in my all-time top 10
list .  And the Fairmont Peace
Hotel on the Bund in
Shanghai was the perfect
combination of modern
luxury meets old-world
European, a theme which
itself characterizes the city of
Shanghai.
 
Zoom: What advice would
you give to someone
considering a tour to China
 
Taylor:   Go online to learn a
few phrases in Mandarin,
keep an open heart and
mind, and don't hesitate --
this country is growing at
lightning speed!
 
Zoom: What misperceptions
do you think people have
about China? 
 

need to visit!
 
Come join us on an amazing tour of historical, cultural and
culinary Buenos Aires. Our two nights in Iguazu Falls are
sure to dazzle you!
 
Read about our tour to Argentina in November

Zooming with Joel
  
Looking for a painting for
that bare space on your
wall? Wait for your next
trip.
 
I have discovered that the
shopping gene is one that
most people are either born
with or they are not.  In
general, it is something that
most our travelers really enjoy
while traveling.

 However, even the travelers who tell me that they have no
interest in shopping, I will see later in the trip with a piece
of art or knickknack or a sweater for a loved one, etc. Just
like people who are not foodies still love a great restaurant,
most "non-shoppers" still love to find something really
special.
 
Buying something while on a trip can have so much more
meaning than buying something at a store locally. For one
thing, you will likely find something that no one else in your
area has back home. Or, such as in the case of South
African wine, you will bring back something so fabulous
that you just can't get back here in the States. Yes, I know
that you can buy South African wine in the States, but I can
tell you from past experience the South African wine that
you have to buy in South Africa is 10 times better. In other
words we don't always get the best vintages from South
Africa here.  
 
But of course, the biggest reason, is that every time you
look at that piece of art hanging on your wall, you think of
your incredible trip that you had and you have a fantastic
story about it to share with people when they visit your
home.  Looking around my home some of my favorite
pieces of art are definitely things that I have purchased on
my travels. For instance, I love the painting of the Cuban
woman smoking a cigar that hangs over my bed.  Every
time I look at it, I am reminded of being there with a group
of Zoom travelers, and how we all walked through this
incredible hall of paintings, helping each other decide which
painting was right for us.  

 Similarly, there is the beautiful alpaca sweater that I
bought in Peru, when I was walking through a market
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Taylor:   I had heard that the
Chinese people could be cold
and pushy in public settings,
that this behavior was
necessary to make it in a
country with over a billion
people.  I did not experience
this at all, even in crowded
public settings.  I found the
people to be welcoming,
friendly, and often
charmingly curious.  One of
the highlights of the trip for
me was interacting with locals
in the large public park by the
Temple of Heaven in Beijing.
Thousands of people gather
to exercise, dance, sing, play
cards and board games,
practice Tai Chi -- and they
will often invite on-lookers to
participate.
 
Zoom: What was your
highlight from the trip?
 
Taylor:   The Great Wall of
China.  We hear about it all
our lives, and it does not
disappoint.  The experience
of walking the Great Wall is
exhilarating, and the views
are breathtaking.   The area
of the Wall that Zoom
chooses, the Mutianyu
section, is far less crowded
that other sections closer to
Beijing.  A few of us were
able to run from watchtower
to watchtower with little traffic
along the way.
 
Zoom: What was challenging
about the tour, and how did
you deal with it?
 
Taylor:  There is a lot packed
into this tour, and I chose
every optional activity
available.  It was nonstop
stimulation, and I wouldn't
have it any other way.  So
the espresso machines in the
hotel rooms came in very
handy around 5pm
everyday!
 
Zoom: What is different
about traveling to China than
other places?

outside of Machu Picchu and was struck by the quality and
color. Every time I wear it someone asks me where they
can find one like it, and I always kind of chuckle and let
them know that they will have to go to Peru.  In India, I
bought this beautiful bowl made of Makrana marble, the
same marble that the Taj Mahal is made of, and this little
object is somehow filled with romanticism, beauty and
culture and I can't even really explain it but it just makes
me happy to see it.
 
As you plan your next trip and especially as you start
packing remember to plan ahead and perhaps give
yourself a budget and bring one of the most important
things you can bring on any vacation: a little spending
money. People sometimes ask me where the best places
are to buy items and truthfully every tour I've ever been
on has surprised me with wonderful pieces of art, decor for
my dining table, or clothing that I love and cherish back
home.  In general, however, I would say that I have been
blown away by the quality of the paintings in Cuba, the
incredible textiles and pottery in Peru, and the stone
carvings, intricate smaller paintings, stunning embroidery,
and jewels of India.

And of course, if you open any architecture or interior
design book nowadays, you will see the juxtaposition of
fine modern furnishings and rustic African art, and so I also
love shopping for this kind of thing in South Africa. But, if it
is clothing, then my favorite place is Palermo Soho in
Buenos Aires, Argentina. In this beautiful, historic area,
you have many designers who own their own little shops
with really great clothing that you will only find in that one
store. You will not find it anywhere else in the world, and
the quality is often superb.
 
When you buy things while on a wonderful vacation, you
are not just buying an item, but I think you are really
buying a meaningful reminder, or placeholder, if you will,
of a special larger experience.  So, essentially, yes this
article is your guilt free pass to shop to your hearts content
on your next trip. One of our travelers on our China trip just
mentioned, as he was looking at a piece of art and deciding
whether or not to buy it in Shanghai, "you know, when I
am traveling and I buy something I never regret it, but I
have returned home and not purchased something that I
really love and have regretted not buying it."
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Taylor:   There was less
English spoken in China than
anyplace I have been so far.
 I relied on a few phrases in
Mandarin, non-verbal
communication, and our
excellent tour guides in each
city.
 
Zoom: On the Peru trip, you
met a new friend who has
become your traveling buddy
in China and now India.
 Have you made other
friendships as well on Zoom
Vacations tours?
 
Taylor:   I've made some
great friends on my Zoom
trips.  Some of them
developed almost instantly,
and others evolved during
the course of the trips.
 Seeing the world in such a
profound way can be an ideal
setting for forging bonds with
others.
 
Zoom: What are you looking
forward to about India?
 
Taylor:  I'm most looking
forward to interacting with the
Indian people in their land of
such rich history and, of
course, seeing the Taj Mahal.

 
Read about our trip to India
in October

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K8zH1NjA-RCV4dbAfEFH9L80ZkyVohnbnJmNLrZpPIUbq4CHAAYs5xbh6YdkuiDfj6cwnX3TreTZxvNGL10MLTx8ts0hx75X5Oyr3cFiZwETlbpyQo0Mg2uPJxLnLW4VB_DyQRLOC1JNffS-4t2tBSQiNImvndhtnjBFX4RvYMVPsQDloMDftIBf5oTjc-xDOmGLOGQBjIOu7BHBhIlS7DOvDRYOKmOg2trQ6ACn79Lh_NHmHLwgamO39FC3yqepc9p1s184IQJpUpimZPpoho9Ghs-6XjSbryATEb3CCHYaccV1iA-JrV8u6WUS40q2&c=&ch=

